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Description
Technical Field
5

[0001] The present invention relates to a method of and an apparatus for measuring properties of an object of every
sort, including a human body, which when acoustically vibrated may be capable of emitting electromagnetic waves, from
such electromagnetic waves induced by applicable sound waves. The present invention relates in particular to a technique
using such a method for the measurement of an active site of a brain.
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[0002] In the interest of elucidating a relation between a human mental activity and a brain’s action and in an effort to
specify a lesion in brain’s disease therapeutics, attempts have been made to identify a neural active site of the brain.
Neurons in a neural activity control an ion concentration to form a charge distribution and transmit information through
propagation of a potential created by the charge distribution, namely of an action potential (see Non-patent Reference
1). Thus, the most direct information source that can identify a site of neural activity is the action potential, more cardinally
the charge distribution which the neuron creates.
[0003] While in the measurement of an action potential in the nervous system, a method is usually taken in which to
directly insert an electrode into the body, use cannot be made of this method for a human body, inter alia for its brain
tissue but necessarily of a noninvasive measuring method to identify an active region from the outside of the human
body without harming the body part.
[0004] As the noninvasive method of measuring a neural activity, PET (positron emission tomography; see Non-patent
Reference 2), fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imaging; see Non-patent Reference 3), near infrared topography
(see Non-patent Reference 4) and magneto-encephalography (see Non-patent Reference 5) have been primarily put
to practical utilization at present.
[0005] In any of PET, fMRI and near infrared topography, however, in which neuron’s activity is indirectly detected
from a change in amount of metabolism, namely in amount of bloodstream in the blood or oxygen therein, in the region
of an active site, no electrical signal created by neurons is directly measured. As a result, their position and time resolutions
for an active site are not sufficient in elucidating a relation between a human mental activity and a brain’s action or in
serving for disease therapy. They require a cyclotron accelerator for producing positrons, a high field generating apparatus
for nuclear magnetic resonance or the like and are extremely high in apparatus cost.
[0006] Magneto-encephalography which detects a very weak magnetic field as induced by an intracellular electric
current is a process that is high in time resolution as it detects neurons’ activity more directly than do the others above.
This method in which a position is estimated on the basis of a magnetic field distribution and hence determined indirectly
is not enough in position resolution. Especially if a plurality of sites are active simultaneously, their identification then
becomes difficult. There is also the problem that it is difficult to detect information from a deep part and an electric current
passed towards a normal to a surface.
[0007] Included in properties of a material is a magnetic property. As regards the magnetization of a magnetic material,
it is reported in Non-patent Reference 8, for example, that a ferromagnetic thin film irradiated with laser light of femtoseconds is observed to produce a coherent radiation in a THz band.
Non-patent Reference 1: Michikazu Matsumura "Invitation to Brain Science (The secret of a neural circuit is expounded)" (in Japanese) Science Co., Ltd., July 10, 2003, first Ed. third print issue, pp. 55 - 65;
Non-patent Reference 2: M. I. Posner & M. E. Raichele (translated into Japanese by Takeshi Yoro, Masako Kato
and Kiyoto Kasai) "Observing the Brain - The riddle of the mind that the cognitive neuroscience reveals" (in Japanese)
Nikkei Science Co., Ltd., June 25, 2002, third print issue;
Non-patent Reference 3: P. Jezzard, P. M. Matthews, S. M. Smith edited "Functional Mri: An Introduction & Methods",
Oxford Univ. Pr (Sd), ISBN: 01985277 3X, (2003/06);
Non-patent Reference 4: Michikazu Matsumura "Invitation to Brain Science (The secret of a neural circuit is expounded)" (in Japanese) Science Co., Ltd., July 10, 2003, first Ed. third print issue, p. 173;
Non-patent Reference 5: Michikazu Matsumura "Invitation to Brain Science (The secret of a neural circuit is expounded)" (in Japanese) Science Co., Ltd., July 10, 2003, first Ed. third print issue, pp. 168 - 169;
Non-patent Reference 6: http://www.rofuku.go.jp/hanasi/eswl. htm;
Non-patent Reference 7: http://www.edap-hifu.com/; and
Non-patent Reference 8: E. Beaurepaire and five others, Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 84, No. 18, pp. 3465 - 3467, May
3, 2004.
[0008]

WO 00/15097 discloses an apparatus for measuring a property of an object with acoustically induced electro-
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Problems to be solved by the Invention
[0009] Identifying an active site in a brain that is related to a particular mental activity is an extremely effective means
for elucidating a relation between a human mental activity and a brain’s action, and determining in a therapy of a brain’s
disease if the activity of a particular site in a brain is normal or abnormal is extremely important to cure the brain’s disease.
[0010] As will have been appreciated from the description above, however, the problem remains that neither the priorart method of detecting a change in amount of metabolism in the blood to indirectly determine an active site nor the
prior-art method of detecting a very weak magnetic field as induced by an intracellular electric current with the excitation
of a neuron is sufficient in position resolution, and they are incapable of identifying an active site with necessity and
sufficiency and yet are extremely high in apparatus cost.
[0011] In view of the problems mentioned above, it is an object of the present invention to provide a method of and
an apparatus for measuring a change in property value of charged particles in an object, from electromagnetic waves
induced by irradiating the object with acoustic waves, namely from acoustically induced electromagnetic waves and, in
particular, a process of determining an active site in a brain to which the method is applied and which is capable of
detecting a neuron’s charge distribution which is representative of the most direct quantity of a neuron’s activity to identify
the active site in the brain at a high position resolution.
Means for Solving the Problem
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[0012] As viewed microscopically, an object or substance necessarily comprises particles with positive charges and
those with negative charges which as a whole are neutral. For instance, Si crystal is made up of a Si core having positive
charges and electrons revolving around the core and having negative charges, which are neutral as a whole. An ionic
crystal is made up of cations and anions which as a whole are neutral. A colloidal solution consists of colloidal particles
with positive or negative charges and ions or molecules surrounding a colloidal particle and with charges opposite in
sign to those of the colloidal particle which in toto are neutral. Further, a biological liquid in a living organism comprises
cations such as of Na, K or the like and anions of Cl or the like which are neutral as a whole.
[0013] The particles which make up a part of an object which is irradiated with acoustic waves are caused to oscillate
harmonically at an acoustic frequency and, based on the harmonic oscillations of their charges, the charged particles
generate electromagnetic waves at the acoustic frequency. Thus, a change if any in concentration between charged
particles in a part irradiated with acoustic waves cause a change in strength of the electromagnetic waves. By the way,
since an object is neutral as a whole, if there exist positive charged particles there also exist negative charged particles
of the same number and since electromagnetic waves generated by positive charged particles and those generated by
negative charged particles are different by π in phase and canceled by each other, it is apt to be considered that no
electromagnetic wave is radiated from the object. Such a situation is rare, however. Even if in the part irradiated with
acoustic waves there exist positive charged particles and negative charged particles in the same concentration, a
difference between the positive and negative charged particles in their mass, size, shape, or number of charges or in
interaction force of their surrounding medium, namely in their property value, makes a difference in amplitude between
their harmonic oscillations, thus making a difference in strength between the electromagnetic waves they produce which
are not fully canceled out by each other but emitted externally.
[0014] Thus, if a change has occurred in strength of electromagnetic waves radiated from the part of an object irradiated
with sound waves, it means that any one of concentrations, masses, sizes, shapes, and numbers of charges of charged
particles and interaction forces of their surrounding medium or in a plurality of these property values of the charged
particles have been changed. That conversely, a change in such property value of the charged particles can be determined
from a change in strength of the electromagnetic waves. And, on what change in proper values the change is based
can be narrowed down on the basis of other information on the object irradiated with sound waves. For example, assuming
that the state is that the masses, sizes, shapes, numbers of charges and interaction forces with surrounding media
cannot be altered, a change in strength of the electromagnetic waves can be tied to a change in concentration of charged
particles in the part of an object irradiated with acoustic waves.
[0015] Especially, in the case of a neuron when it is activated, a channel for Na ions on a cell wall is opened through
which Na ions outside of a cell are diffused into the cell under their concentration gradient to form a distribution of Na
ion charges, focusing sound waves on such a part to measure a strength of electromagnetic waves allows the strength
of the electromagnetic waves to largely vary with a neuron’s action and permits detecting the neuron’s action directly.
Likewise, when a muscle tissue of a living body is made active where a charge distribution for Ca ions is created, focusing
acoustic waves on such a part to measure an intensity of electromagnetic waves allows the active site of muscle tissue
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to be detected directly.
[0016] The present invention has been made based on principles as mentioned above and will be described in detail
hereinafter. The invention is defined by the subject-matter of the independent claims.
[0017] Accordingly, there is provided in accordance with the present invention a method of measuring a property of
an object with acoustically induced electromagnetic waves, which i.a. comprises the steps of: irradiating a measurable
object with acoustic waves; and measuring electromagnetic waves generated from the measurable object to determine
any one of properties of the object, including its electrical, magnetic and electromagnetic mechanical properties, from
any one or a combination of strength, phase and frequency characteristics of the electromagnetic waves.
[0018] In the method mentioned above, the electric property determined of the measurable object preferably includes
a change or changes in one or more of property values for electric field, dielectric constant, spatial gradient of electric
field and spatial gradient of dielectric constant and for concentration, mass, size, shape and number of charges of
charged particles which the measurable object possesses and for interaction with a medium surrounding the charged
particles. The magnetic property determined of the measurable object preferably includes a property value for magnetization due to electron spin or nuclear spin in the measurable object or for acousto- magnetic resonance attributable to
electron spin or nuclear spin in the measurable object. The electromagnetic mechanical property preferably includes a
piezoelectric property or magnetostriction property of the measurable object.
[0019] According to the object’s property measuring method of the present invention, if a change has occurred in a
property value of charged particles contained in a part of the object irradiated with acoustic waves, namely in concentration,
mass, seize, shape and number of charges of charged particles or interaction force with their surrounding medium or
in a plurality of such property values, it is possible to determine any of electric property, magnetic property or electromagnetic mechanical property from a change in intensity, phase or frequency characteristic of electromagnetic waves
which then occur and can be detected. For example, if there could be no possibility of change other than in the concentration of charged particles, a change in intensity of electromagnetic waves can be tied to a change in the concentration
of charged particles. Also, if there could be no possibility of change other than in the interaction force with the medium
surrounding the charged particles, a change in intensity of electromagnetic waves can be tied to a change in polarizability
of electrons or cations in the charged particles. Further, as a magnetic property of the measurable object, magnetization
due to electron spin or nuclear spin, or acousto-magnetic resonance due to electron spin or nuclear spin can be measured,
and as an electromagnetic mechanical property, piezoelectric or magnetostriction property of the measurable object can
be measured.
[0020] The acoustic waves with which the measurable object is irradiated may be in the form of acoustic wave pulses
and the electromagnetic waves can be measured of time dependence of their intensity detected subsequent to irradiation
with the acoustic wave pulses to determine a relaxation characteristic of a property value for charged particles which
the measurable object possesses.
[0021] The acoustic waves can be in the form of those of a fixed frequency in a narrow band or acoustic wave pulses
of a fixed frequency in a narrow band. The electromagnetic waves can then be measured at a high sensitivity, preferably
by heterodyne or phase detection of the electromagnetic waves radiated from the measurable object with a frequency
of the acoustic waves as a reference signal. Then, external noises having other frequency components can be excluded
to allow detecting even a change very small in intensity of electromagnetic waves.
[0022] The acoustic waves of a fixed frequency in a narrow band can be in the form of pulses. Then, the electromagnetic
waves are measured by heterodyne or phase detection of the electromagnetic waves radiated from the measurable
object with a frequency of the acoustic waves as a reference signal and heterodyne or phase detection of a signal
resulting from the said detection with a pulse frequency of the said pulses. In this case, too, external noises having other
frequency components can further be excluded to allow detecting even a change extremely small in intensity of electromagnetic waves.
[0023] Preferably, from phase information of the phase detection it is determined in which of positive charged particles
or negative charged particles that the object possesses the electromagnetic waves as a signal are originated. Using the
phase detection allows it to be determined from phase information in which of positive charged particles or negative
charged particles that the object possesses the electromagnetic waves as a signal are originated.
[0024] A signal of said electromagnetic waves can be measured that is isolated with respect to time from electromagnetic noises occurring at a source of emission of said acoustic wave pulses if a time period for a said acoustic wave
pulse to propagate over a distance between the emission source of said acoustic wave pulses and said measurable
object is chosen to be longer than a pulse duration of said acoustic wave pulse or if the said pulse duration is made
shorter than the said time period for the acoustic wave pulse to propagate, thus allowing detection of a change very
small in intensity of electromagnetic waves.
[0025] The measurable object is irradiated with acoustic waves preferably by focusing acoustic waves from a plurality
of a source on a desired small part of the measurable object and electromagnetic waves induced at the small part are
measured with an antenna or coil means disposed to surround the measurable object. Then, acoustic waves can be
focused on a desired part and on the desired part from a desired direction and electromagnetic waves radiated from a
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desired position and from the desired positions towards a desired direction can be measured while their radiation bearing
distribution can be determined. When an object is irradiated with acoustic waves, anisotropy in elasticity modulus of
charged particles contained in the object may allow electromagnetic waves to be radiated in a direction different from
that perpendicular to that of the acoustic oscillations. Then, measuring the radiation bearing distribution allows the type
of charged particles and a change in the property value to be determined.
[0026] Preferably, focusing acoustic waves is scanned over a two-dimensional surface or three-dimensional volume
of the measurable object and an intensity of induced electromagnetic waves at each scanning position is measured
using an antenna or coil means surrounding the measurable object to determine a two-dimensional or three-dimensional
distribution of changes in a property value of charged particles of the object by comparing the scanned position and the
intensity of the measured electromagnetic waves.
[0027] The acoustic waves are preferably applied in the form of broadband ultrashort pulses composed of a plurality
of frequency components. Then, the frequency of the electromagnetic waves can be measured so that from the measured
frequency of electromagnetic waves, information may be derived on depthwise position of charged particles generating
the electromagnetic waves inasmuch as acoustic waves higher in frequency damp faster and those lower in frequency
arrive deeper in a brain or a muscle tissue of a living body. For example, it is possible to enhance the accuracy in
depthwise position information of the acoustic wave focused part.
[0028] If the measurable object is a nervous tissue representative of a brain, a charge distribution can be formed when
neuron is activated and if it is a muscle tissue of a living body, a charge distribution can likewise be formed when the
muscle tissue is activated. Since the intensity of electromagnetic waves grow with the charge distribution, a two-dimensional or three-dimensional map of the activated site of brain or muscle tissue can be prepared if acoustic focusing is
scanned over a two-dimensional surface or three-dimensional volume of the brain or muscle tissue, the intensity of
electromagnetic waves induced at each scanning position is measured with the antenna or coil means disposed to
surround the brain or muscle tissue and each scanning position and each measured intensity of electromagnetic waves
are made corresponding to each other.
[0029] The method mentioned above is not limited to an object if it is a living body but can be applied to an object of
any one of materials selected from the group which consists of colloidal solution, liquid crystal, solid electrolyte, ionic
crystal, semiconductor, dielectric, metal, magnetic material and magnetic fluid or a composite material thereof or a
structure or a functional device composed of such a material, in which a change in property value of charged particles
can be measured to aid in clarifying the related phenomena.
[0030] The present invention also provides an apparatus for measuring a property of an object with acoustically induced
electromagnetic waves, which i.a. comprises an anechoic chamber, a retainer table for holding a measurable object
disposed in the anechoic chamber, an acoustic generator disposed adjacent or in contact with the object, an antenna
or coil means for receiving electromagnetic waves generated from a part which is irradiated with acoustic waves or
pulses produced by the acoustic generator, and a control, measure and process unit for driving and controlling the
acoustic generator and for measuring and processing electromagnetic waves received by the antenna or coil means.
[0031] The acoustic generator preferably comprises a plurality of acoustic generators whereby acoustic wave pulses
generated from the acoustic generators are controlled of their mutual phase by the control, measure and process unit
so as to be focused on a desired position of said measurable object and the focusing position of acoustic waves is
scanned over a two-dimensional surface or three-dimensional volume of the measurable object.
[0032] The acoustic generator may comprise a plurality of acoustic generators fixed on a concaved surface whose
normal is focused on a point. Then, the control, measure and process unit preferably drives these acoustic generators
simultaneously to generate acoustic wave pulses and at the same time causes the acoustic generators fixed on the
concaved surface to scan mechanically around the measurable object whereby the focusing position of acoustic waves
is scanned over a two-dimensional surface or three-dimensional volume of the measurable object.
[0033] The control, measure and process unit preferably includes a means by which electromagnetic waves received
by the antenna or coil means are heterodyne- or phase-detected with a frequency of the acoustic waves or a pulse
frequency of the acoustic wave pulses. Then, external noises possessed by other frequency components can be excluded
to allow a change very small in intensity of electromagnetic waves to be detected.
[0034] A means is preferably included by which an electromagnetic wave signal resulting from detection by the said
detecting means is locked in with a pulse frequency of the acoustic wave pulses. Then, external noises possessed by
other frequency components can be excluded more to allow a change very small in intensity of electromagnetic waves
to be detected.
[0035] The control, measure and process unit preferably comprises a means for causing broadband ultrashort pulses
to be generated from the acoustic generator and a means for measuring a frequency of electromagnetic waves received
by the antenna or coil means. Then, it is possible to enhance accuracy in depth-wise position information of the acoustic
wave focused part.
[0036] The means for measuring a frequency of electromagnetic waves preferably comprises a bandpass filter provided
in the control, measure and process unit.
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[0037] The means for measuring a frequency of electromagnetic waves may also comprise a bandpass filter and a
lock-in amplifier provided in the control, measure and process unit. Then, external noises possessed by other frequency
components can further be excluded to allow a frequency of electromagnetic waves to be detected even if their intensity
is very small.
[0038] The means for measuring a frequency of electromagnetic waves may also comprise a spectrum analyzer
provided in the control, measure and process unit. Then, Fourier transformation by the spectrum analyzer of electromagnetic waves allow the intensity for each of frequency components of electromagnetic waves to be detected and the
frequency of electromagnetic waves to be determined from the frequency component exhibiting the maximum intensity.
Effects of the Invention
[0039] According to the method and apparatus of the present invention, irradiating a measurable object with acoustic
waves followed by measuring electromagnetic waves generated from the measurable object allows any one of electric,
magnetic and electromagnetic mechanical properties of the measurable object to be determined from any one or a
combination of intensity, phase and frequency characteristic of the electromagnetic waves measured. As an electric
property of the measurable object, any one or a combination of electric field, dielectric constant, spatial gradient of
electric field or dielectric constant, concentration, mass, size, shape, number of charges of charged particles that the
measurable object possesses or interaction force with their surrounding medium can be measured of a change or
changes thereof. As a magnetic property of the measurable object, magnetization due to electron spin or nuclear spin,
or acousto-magnetic resonance due to electron spin or nuclear spin thereof can be measured. As an electromagnetic
mechanical property of the measurable object, piezoelectric or magnetostriction property of the measurable object can
be measured. Accordingly, measuring a change or changes in these property values in a living body, colloidal solution,
liquid crystal, solid electrolyte, ionic crystal, semiconductor, dielectric, metal, magnetic material or magnetic fluid or a
composite material thereof or a structure or a functional device composed of such a material is useful in clarifying the
related phenomena. Especially, using the present invention in the determination of an active site in a brain makes it
possible to identify an activated site at an extremely high position resolution.
Brief Description of the Drawings
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[0040]

In the Drawings:

Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating a state that a part of an object is irradiated with acoustic waves to induce electromagnetic
waves;
Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating the structure of an apparatus for measuring a property of charged particles in an
object by means of acoustically induced electromagnetic waves in accordance with the present invention;
Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating a way of focusing acoustic waves;
Fig. 4 is a diagram illustrating an alternative way of focusing acoustic waves;
Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of a control, measure and process unit used in a first method of
measurement according to the present invention;
Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating a method of measuring a change with time characteristic of a property value of charged
particles in accordance with the present invention;
Fig. 7 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of a control, measure and process unit used in a second method
of measurement according to the present invention;
Fig. 8 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of a control, measure and process unit used in a third method of
measurement according to the present invention;
Fig. 9 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of a control, measure and process unit used in a fourth method of
measurement according to the present invention;
Fig. 10 illustrates a block diagram of the structure of a control, measure and process unit used in a fifth method of
measurement according to the present invention wherein (a) shows the apparatus structure and (b) shows occurrence
timings of gate pulses and acoustic generating pulses produced by a pulse generator, those of acoustic waves
generated by an acoustic generator and those of electromagnetic waves induced in an object;
Fig. 11 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of a control, measure and process unit used in determining a
polarity of charges of a source of emission of electromagnetic waves in the case of using broadband acoustic wave
pulses;
Fig. 12 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of another control, measure and process unit used in determining
a polarity of charges of a source of emission of electromagnetic waves in the case of using broadband acoustic
wave pulses;
Fig. 13 diagrammatically illustrates the structure of an apparatus for measuring a property of an object with acous-
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tically induced electromagnetic waves in Example 1, showing at (a) the apparatus structure, at (b) a modification of
ultrasonic probe and at (c) a waveform of ultrasonic waves, respectively;
Fig. 14 illustrates detected waveforms of acoustically induced electromagnetic waves from semiconductor GaAs
crystal as the object, showing at (a) an ultrasonic waveform, at (b) a waveform obtained in the property measuring
apparatus in Example 1 and at (c) a waveform obtained in a property measuring apparatus in Example 2;
Fig. 15 illustrates detected waveforms of acoustically induced electromagnetic waves from a measurable object,
showing at (a) waveform for Si crystal, and at (b) and (c) waveforms for GaAs crystals different in crystal arrangement;
Fig. 16 illustrates detected waveforms in chart of acoustically induced electromagnetic waves, indicating at (a) a
signal for hard osseous tissue of pig in Example 4, at (b) a signal for timber in Example 5, at (c) a signal for
polypropylene in Example 6 and at (d) a signal for aluminum in Example 7; and
Fig. 17 is a chart of waveforms detected of acoustically induced electromagnetic waves from a ferrite magnet in
Example 9.
Description of Reference Characters
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1: acoustic beam
2: acoustic focused part
3: positive charged particle
4: negative charged particle
5: oscillating directions of acoustic waves
6: electromagnetic waves induced by acoustic waves
21: apparatus for property measurement with acoustically induced electromagnetic waves
22: anechoic chamber
23: measurable object
23a: acoustic focused part
24: retainer table
25: acoustic wave generator
26: acoustic waves
27: electromagnetic waves
28: antenna (array-type antenna or array-type coil)
28a: element antenna
29, 30, 50, 52, 60, 65, 75, 76:
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a control, measure and process unit
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31: RF oscillator
31a: RF signal
31b: pulse signal
32: gate switch
33: pulse generator
34: amplifier
35: small signal amplifier
36: mixer
37: phase shifter
38: amplifier
39: low-pass filter
40: digital oscilloscope
41: personal computer
42, 62, 68, 78: signal line
43: time relaxation wave form of acoustically induced electromagnetic waves
51, 61, 77: lock-in amplifier
54: broadband acoustic wave pulse
55, 57: band-pass filter
66: gate pulse
67: spectrum analyzer
69: pulse for generating acoustic waves
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Explanation is given hereinafter of best modes for carrying out the present invention:

At the outset, mention is made of how electromagnetic waves are induced from an object when irradiated with
acoustic waves.
[0043] Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating a state that a part of an object is irradiated with acoustic waves to induce
electromagnetic waves. In Fig. 1, an acoustic wave focusing beam 1 is shown as focused on a part 2 of a measurable
object wherein positive charged particles 3 and negative charged particles 4 are shown by + and - signs, respectively,
which are encircled with circles. Also, in the part 2 of the object, the positive charged particles 3 and the negative charged
particles 4 lose their balance in concentration, exhibiting a charge distribution in which the positive charged particles 3
predominate. The arrow 5 indicates oscillating directions of acoustic waves whereas the arrow 6 indicates the electromagnetic waves produced with oscillations of the positive and negative charged particles 3 and 4 by acoustic waves
and propagating in directions perpendicular to the arrow 5.
[0044] As shown in Fig. 1, where the positive and negative charged particles 3 and 4 when irradiated with the acoustic
beam 1 are oscillated at a frequency of the acoustic waves in oscillating directions 5 of the acoustic waves, the oscillations
which are of their charges induce the electromagnetic waves 6 which propagate in the directions perpendicular to the
oscillating directions 5. By the way, when the positive and negative charged particles are oscillated identically, the
electromagnetic waves then produced, respectively, by the positive and negative charged particles are deviated by π in
phase and canceled out by each other so that no electromagnetic waves may be produced as a whole. In the part 2 of
the object, however, having a charge distribution in which the positive charged particles 3 are predominant so that there
is no such cancelation, net electromagnetic waves 6 are induced.
[0045] Thus, observing acoustically induced electromagnetic waves to observe a change in intensity of the electromagnetic waves makes it possible to ascertain that a change has been brought about in charge distribution, namely that
a change has occurred in concentration of positive charged particles 3 or negative charged particles 4 or both. To wit,
from the measurement of acoustically induced electromagnetic waves it is possible to determine a change in a property
value, here concentration, of charged particles in the object.
[0046] While in connection with Fig. 1 the measurement of acoustically induced electromagnetic waves is shown to
determine a change in concentration of charge particles, the property value of charged particles whose change can be
determined may be the mass, size, shape or number of charges of charged particles or interaction force with their
surrounding medium as mentioned below.
[0047] Assuming that X: the position coordinate of a charge particle, M: the mass of the charged particle, S: the effective
cross-sectional area on which the charged particle receives a force based on acoustic oscillations from its surrounding
medium, p: the pressure of acoustic oscillations, ν: the frequency of the acoustic oscillations and t: time, the equation
of motion of the charged particle can be expressed by equation (1) below.

40

[0048]

The solution of this equation can be expressed by expression (2) below.

[0049]

The oscillation amplitude A of the charged particle can be expressed by equation (3) below.

45

50
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[0050] From equation (3) above, it can be seen that the amplitude A of the charged particle varies with the mass of
the charged particle. Also, since changing the size or shape of the charged particle changes the effective cross-sectional
area S on which the charged particle receives the force due to the acoustic oscillations from its surrounding media, the
amplitude A of the charged particle is changed also by a change in the size or shape. Further, since a change in interaction
force with the medium surrounding the charged particle becomes a change in mass M approximately, it can be seen
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that a change in interaction force also causes a change in amplitude A of the charged particle.
[0051] Assuming that e is the charge of the charged particle, the oscillations of the charged particle can be expressed
as the harmonic oscillations of charge e by P = eAsin2πνt. The radiating power I(t) of electromagnetic waves radiating
from the oscillation P in a unit time with the assumption that ε0: vacuum dielectric constant and c: velocity of light can
be expressed by equation (4) below.
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[0052] From equation (5) above, it can be seen that changing in amplitude A changes the radiating power of electromagnetic waves. Accordingly, from measurement of the acoustically induced electromagnetic waves it can be seen that
the mass, size, shape or number of charges of charged particle or interaction force with its surrounding medium can
also be determined. For instance, if it can be assumed from other information on the state of the measurable object or
the knowledge gained by any other means that the concentration, mass, size, shape and number of charges are in the
state that cannot be altered, a change in strength of electromagnetic waves measured can be tied to a change in
interaction force with the medium surrounding the charged particle, for example to a change in polarizability of electrons
or cations.
[0053] In the method of measuring a property of an object with the acoustically induced electromagnetic waves, the
electric property that can be measured of the measurable object may be an electric field, a dielectric constant or a spatial
gradient of electric field or dielectric constant.
[0054] Assuming that ρ: the density of charges which the measurable object 23 possesses, ρ can be related to the
electric field according to the Poisson’s equation (Gauss’ law) as follows:

where D, ε and E are the electric flux density, dielectric constant and electric field, respectively.
[0055] Since acoustically induced electromagnetic waves are caused by change of the charge density with time (∂ρ/∂t)
information on the charge density, namely on the electric flux density gradient can be acquired from the intensity of
electromagnetic waves. Further, in case the electric field can be assumed to be spatially constant, then ρ = ∇ ε·E, the
spatial gradient of dielectric constant can be obtained. In case the dielectric constant can be assumed to be constant,
information on the electric field gradient can likewise be acquired. In other words, electromagnetic radiation is microscopically created by charge oscillation by charges which a measurable object possesses. Macroscopically, it can be
considered that electromagnetic waves are radiated by the electric flux density, dielectric constant or electric field changing
with time. Accordingly, in measuring a function of a living body, e. g., its brain function for analysis as well in accordance
with the method of the present invention, the acoustically induced electromagnetic waves have their root cause in change
of intra-corporeal ion distribution with time and, with a sound focused area taken into account which is more macroscopic
than the ion scale, can be regarded as a means for measuring a change in electric flux density or electric field gradient
due to a neural activity.
[0056] In the method of measuring a property of an object with the acoustically induced electromagnetic waves, a
magnetization due to electron spin or nuclear spin as the magnetic property of the measurable object can be measured
as stated below. As with the electric polarization, an electromagnetic radiation is generated by a magnetization changing
with time. According to the Maxwell’s equation, a radiant electric field is proportional to the second derivative with respect
to time of a magnetization (see Non-patent Reference 8). It follows, therefore, that the magnitude and direction of a
magnetization can be determined from the strength or phase of electromagnetic waves.
[0057] In the method of measuring a property of an object with the acoustically induced electromagnetic waves, an
acousto-magnetic resonance due to electron spin or nuclear spin as the magnetic property of the measurable object
can be measured as stated below. From the fact that acoustic waves can efficiently be absorbed at a certain particular
resonance frequency to change the direction of electron spin or nuclear spin, it is anticipated that the strength or phase
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of electromagnetic waves largely varies at that frequency. As the information, the resonance frequency can then be
fixed upon. The rest can be to scan, as in ESR (electron spin resonance) or NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance),
frequencies of sound waves to obtain a spectrum, thereby making it possible to obtain information on electron spin or
nuclear spin. Also, the relaxation time of electron spin or nuclear spin can be measured.
[0058] In the method of measuring a property of an object with the acoustically induced electromagnetic waves, a
piezoelectric or magnetostriction property as the electromagnetic mechanical property of the measurable object can be
measured as stated below. An ionic crystal without inversion symmetry brings about an electric polarization according
to its strain in principle. Thus, it is possible to derive the magnitude of a polarization from the intensity of acoustically
induced electromagnetic waves. Scanning acoustic waves allows imaging a piezoelectric property of a measurable
object. Further, it is possible to measure the piezoelectric tensor contactlessly without mounting an electrode on a
measurable object from the direction of propagation of acoustic waves and the radiation distribution of electromagnetic
waves. Since numerous bio-molecular crystals of bones or muscles in a living body have piezoelectric properties, their
properties can be measured non-invasively. As for bones, there is a treatment which is said to heal a fracture sooner
by irradiation with ultrasonic waves. There have been growing interest in researches on bones’ piezoelectric properties.
The method and apparatus of the present invention can provide a good application for piezoelectric properties of biospecimens.
[0059] In the method of measuring a property of an object with the acoustically induced electromagnetic waves, a
magnetostriction as the electromagnetic- magnetic property of the measurable object can be measured as stated below.
The magnetostriction refers to a phenomenon that an electron orbit is altered by crystal strain to add a change to the
electron spin magnetization through an orbit-spin interaction. Also, the crystal strain may bring about a change in crystal
field splitting to alter the electron state, thereby altering the size of an electron spin magnetization. These changes with
time are considered to generate electromagnetic waves. Therefore, it is possible to determine a relationship between
the magnitude of magnetization, the orbit-spin interaction or the crystal strain and the sensitiveness of the electron orbit
change or between the crystal field splitting and the strain sensitiveness or between the crystal field splitting and the
electron spin state from the intensity of acoustically induced electromagnetic waves. It is possible to measure the magnetostriction tensor contactlessly and without mounting an electrode on the measurable object from the direction of
propagation of acoustic waves and the intensity of radiation. The magnetostriction property can be imaged as can the
piezoelectric property be.
[0060] According to the method of measuring a property of an object with acoustically induced electromagnetic waves,
irradiating a measurable object with acoustic waves and measuring electromagnetic waves generated from the measurable object allow any one of properties of the object, including its electrical, magnetic and electromagnetic mechanical
properties, to be determined from any one or a combination of strength, phase and frequency characteristics of the
electromagnetic waves. Thus, the electric property can be determined of said measurable object, including a change or
changes in one or more of property values for electric field, dielectric constant, spatial gradient of electric field and spatial
gradient of dielectric constant and for concentration, mass, size, shape and number of charges of charged particles
which the measurable object possesses and for interaction with a medium surrounding the charged particles. The
magnetic property can be determined of said measurable object, including a property value for magnetization due to
electron spin or nuclear spin in the measurable object or for acousto-magnetic resonance attributable to electron spin
or nuclear spin in the measurable object. The electromagnetic mechanical property can be determined including a
piezoelectric property or magnetostriction property of the measurable object.
[0061] An apparatus for measuring a property of an object with acoustically induced electromagnetic waves according
to the present invention will be mentioned next.
[0062] Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating the structure of an apparatus 21 for measuring a property of charged particles
in an object by means of acoustically induced electromagnetic waves in accordance with the present invention. Using
the Figure, an explanation is given of the structure and operation of the property measuring apparatus with the acoustically
induced electromagnetic waves on the basis of charged particles which the object possesses.
[0063] The measuring apparatus 21 comprises an anechoic chamber 22, a retainer table 24 for holding thereon a
measurable object 23 disposed in the anechoic chamber 22, an acoustic generator 25 disposed adjacent to or in contact
with the object 23, an antenna 28 for receiving electromagnetic waves 27 generated from a region 23a on which acoustic
waves 26 are focused that the acoustic generator 25 generates, and a control, measure and process unit 29 for controllably
driving the acoustic generator 25 and measuring and processing electromagnetic wave signals 27 received by one or
more of element antennas 28a of the antenna 28.
[0064] Here, the electromagnetic waves radiated from the measurable object 23 can be measured of their near field
or non-near field, namely far field measurement. As will be described later, a magnetic field such as a near-field of the
electromagnetic waves emitted from the measurable object 23 may be measured by SQUID. The antenna 28 may be
an antenna of any type that is capable of detecting electromagnetic waves. For example, an antenna of every kind such
as a loop antenna or array antenna or that made up of a looped or arrayed coil can be used.
[0065] To operate the measuring apparatus 21 of the present invention, the measurable object 23 is placed on the
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retainer table 24, acoustic waves are generated from the acoustic generator 25, and electromagnetic waves 27 radiated
from the area 23a on which acoustic waves are focused are received by any one or more of the element antennas 28a
of the array antenna or coil 28 for measurement at the control, measure and process unit 29. Also, scanning is effected
over the area 23a where acoustic waves are focused and electromagnetic waves 27 are measured for each of the
scanning positions to determine an intensity distribution of electromagnetic waves over a two-dimensional surface or a
three-dimensional volume of the object.
[0066] While the element antennas 28a making up the array antenna 28 in Fig. 2 are shown disposed on a circumference
in a cross section of the array antenna 8. The element antennas 28a are disposed at a uniform density thereof over 4
π radians around the object 23 so that they can receive electromagnetic waves induced from any desired part of the
object or electromagnetic waves induced, if acoustic waves are focused, from any desired direction.
[0067] A way of and an apparatus for focusing acoustic waves on a desired position on a measurable object will be
explained next.
[0068] Fig. 3 shows a way of focusing acoustic waves. This way is called a phased array method. Acoustic wave
pulses 26 generated individually by piezoelectric elements 25 arrayed in a row are focused by lagging and advancing
acoustic wave pulses 26 in phase more than those from piezoelectric elements 25 lying towards the outside and inside
of the row as shown. While the piezoelectric elements 25 are shown arrayed in a single row, they may be arrayed in a
plurality of lines step by step so that acoustic wave pulses 26 generated by such piezoelectric elements 25 may, when
shifted appropriately in phase, be focused over a three-dimensional volume of the measurable object.
[0069] Fig. 4 is a diagram illustrating an alternative way of focusing acoustic waves. This way is called an acoustic
lens method. Piezoelectric elements 25 are disposed on a concaved surface with a curvature such that each point
thereon has a normal focused on a focal point to generate acoustic wave pulses 26 simultaneously so that the individual
acoustic wave pulses 26 propagate towards the focal point defined by the concaved surface and are thereby focused.
By mechanically scanning the acoustic lens around a measurable object, it is possible to focus at a desired site over a
three-dimensional volume of the measurable object. The two ways described above can also be combined.
[0070] Mention is made specifically of the measuring method and apparatus according to the present invention.
[0071] An explanation is first given of a first measuring method and apparatus according to the present invention.
[0072] Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of a control, measure and process unit used in the first
measuring method of the present invention. Using the Figure, the structure and operation of the control, measure and
process unit is described. The Figure shows the structure where acoustic waves for irradiation are narrow band pulses
at a fixed frequency. In Fig. 5, the control, measure and process unit 30 is shown comprising an RF oscillator 31, a gate
switch 32 for shaping an RF signal 31a output from the RF oscillator 31 into a pulsed signal 31b of fixed shape, a pulse
generator 33 for turning the gate switch 32 on and off and an amplifier 34 for amplifying the pulsed signal 31b output
from the gate switch 32 and feeding the pulsed signal 31b output from the amplifier 34 into the acoustic generator 25
for generating acoustic wave pulses 26.
[0073] The control, measure and process unit 30 also comprises a small signal amplifier 35 connected to the array
antenna 28 for amplifying electromagnetic waves received by the array antenna 28, a mixer 36 for phase-detecting the
electromagnetic waves from the small signal amplifier 35 with an oscillation frequency ν of the RF oscillator 31, a phase
shifter 37 for controlling the phase of an oscillation frequency ν signal of the RF oscillator 31 to furnish therewith and
control the mixer 36, an amplifier 38 for amplifying an electromagnetic wave signal passed through the mixer 36, a lowpass filter 39 for passing frequency components lower than at a fixed frequency selectively of the electromagnetic wave
signal amplified by the amplifier 38, and a digital oscilloscope 40 for measuring the intensity of the electromagnetic wave
signal passed through the low-pass filter 39 in synchronism with pulse generation timings produced by the pulse generator
33. Also, indicated by 33a is a signal line for synchronizing the pulse generator 33 and the digital oscilloscope 40.
[0074] The control, measure and process unit 30 also includes a personal computer 41. The RF oscillator 31, the
pulse generator 33 and the digital oscilloscope 40 are connected to the personal computer 41. The personal computer
41 is used to control the RF signal 31a and the pulsed signal 31b, to acquire an electromagnetic wave signal measured
by the digital oscilloscope 40 and to control measurement by the digital oscilloscope 40.
[0075] While in the description above the phase detection is shown as effected with the frequency of acoustic waves,
it may be effected with the frequency of acoustic wave pulses in which case the phase phase shifter 37 may be connected
to the pulse generator 33 to use the oscillation frequency of the pulse generator 33 as a reference signal.
[0076] While in the Figure the structure of a controller is shown in which only one acoustic generator is driven, where
a desired site of the object is to have acoustic wave pulses focused thereon and to be scanned in position as described
above, a plurality of acoustic generators as shown should be provided together with a plurality of controllers as shown
whereby they are controllably driven. Using the phase detection which can exclude external noises contained in the
other frequency components permits detecting even an extremely small change in intensity of electromagnetic waves.
Also, with the phase detection which allows the phase of the reference signal to be varied with the phase shifter 37 and
measured, it is possible to find which of positive or negative charged particles in oscillation the electromagnetic waves
for measurement are based on according to the positive or negative sign of a measured value taken when the electro-
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magnetic waves and the reference signal are matched in phase.
[0077] Also, by selecting the distance d between the acoustic generator 25 and the site of the object 23 to be irradiated
with acoustic wave pulses to adjust the time period it takes an acoustic wave pulse to propagate over the distance d to
be longer than the time duration of an acoustic wave pulse or adjusting the duration of the acoustic wave pulse to be
shorter than that propagation time period, it is possible to ensure that the acoustically induced electromagnetic wave
signal radiated from the object can be measured upon separation in time from electromagnetic noises produced when
the acoustic generator 25 generates acoustic wave pulses. In this case, as shown in Fig. 6, it is possible to measure a
time dependent change in property value of charged particles contained in the object by measuring variations with time
of the intensity of electromagnetic waves 43 detected subsequent to irradiation with an acoustic wave pulse 26. For
example, a relaxation time by acoustic excitation of property value of the charged particles can be measured.
[0078] Mention is next made of a second measuring method and apparatus according to the present invention.
[0079] Fig. 7 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of a control, measure and process unit used in the second
measuring method according to the present invention. The control, measure and process unit 50 differs from that in the
structure shown in Fig. 1 that a lock-in amplifier 51 is disposed between the low-pass filter 39 and the digital oscilloscope
40. The lock-in amplifier 51 is used to detect, by locking-in, an electromagnetic wave signal passed through the lowpass filter 39 with the oscillation frequency m of the pulse generator 33 used as a reference signal. Indicated by 42 is a
signal line for supplying the lock-in amplifier 51 with the oscillation frequency m of the pulse generator 33.
[0080] According to this method in which both the frequency ν of acoustic waves and the pulse period m of acoustic
wave pulses are used for phase detection, it is possible to further exclude external noises having the other frequency
components and to detect even an extremely small change in intensity of electromagnetic waves.
[0081] Here, the lock-in amplifier comprises a gate switch and a narrowband amplifier for phase detection used for
measurement based on the same measuring principles as those of phase detection. A lock-in amplifier has been marketed
having a set of gate switch and narrowband amplifier for applications where the reference frequency for phase detection
is low. Since the phase detection where the reference frequency is low is customarily called lock-in detection, the terms
"lock-in amplifier" and "lock-in detection" are used here if the reference frequency for phase detection low.
[0082] Mention is next made of a third measuring method and apparatus according to the present invention.
[0083] In a brain or muscle tissue of a living body, acoustic waves whose frequency is higher damp quickly and those
of lower frequency reach deep. Consequently, measuring the frequency of electromagnetic waves acoustically induced
makes it possible to find if their emission source is deep or shallow. This phenomenon is utilized in the third method of
the present invention. This method can be found from the frequency determined of electromagnetic waves if their emission
source is deep or shallow to enhance its position resolution depthwise in an acoustic wave focused part.
[0084] Fig. 8 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of a control, measure and process unit used in a third measuring
method of the present invention. The control, measure and process unit 52 is devoid of the RF oscillator 31 in the
structure of Fig. 1 and is configured so that a single pulse 53 generated from the pulse generator 33 is applied to the
acoustic generator 25. The acoustic generator 25 may comprise, e.g., a piezoelectric element. When the single pulse
53 is applied to the piezoelectric element, the piezoelectric element will oscillate freely until its oscillation energy is
dissipated to become zero. Acoustic wave pulse 54 by the free oscillations of the piezoelectric element is a wideband
acoustic wave pulse in which frequencies are distributed over a wider range than with the narrowband acoustic wave
pulse 31b in Fig. 1.
[0085] The control, measure and process unit 52 as shown has its measuring section comprising a first bandpass
filter 55 for passing particular frequency components in an electromagnetic wave signal amplified by the small signal
amplifier 35, the narrowband amplifier 38 for amplifying the frequency components transmitted through the first bandpass
filter 55, a second bandpass filter 57 for passing particular frequency components in the frequency components amplified
by the narrowband amplifier 38 and the digital oscilloscope 40 for integrating the frequency components passed through
the second bandpass filter 57 to measure the intensity of electromagnetic waves.
[0086] In measurement using the control, measure and process unit 52, frequency components of an electromagnetic
wave signal are roughly chosen through the first bandpass filter 55, of which frequency components are finely selected
through the second bandpass filter 57. Intensities of the selected frequency components are measured of the electromagnetic wave signal to identify the frequency of the electromagnetic waves from the frequency exhibiting the maximum
intensity. The depth-wise position can be determined in the acoustic wave focused part from a frequency of the measured
electromagnetic waves.
[0087] According to this method, since acoustic waves higher in frequency quickly attenuate and acoustic waves lower
in frequency reach deeper in a brain or muscle tissue of a living body, it is possible to know a depthwise position of the
acoustic waves in their focused part from a frequency of the measured electromagnetic waves.
[0088] Mention is next made of a fourth measuring method and apparatus according to the present invention.
[0089] Fig. 9 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of a control, measure and process unit 60 used in a fourth
measuring method of the present invention. The control, measure and process unit 60 has its measuring section which
differs from that in the structure shown in Fig. 8 only in that between the second bandpass filter 57 and the digital
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oscilloscope 40 its control section includes a lock-in amplifier 61 that uses pulse generation timings of the pulse generator
33 as a reference frequency. Indicated at 62 is a signal line for supplying the lock-in amplifier 61 with pulse generation
timings of the pulse generator 33 as a reference frequency.
[0090] In the third method, the intensity of electromagnetic waves is measured by integrating electromagnetic wave
signals by means of the digital oscilloscope. This method integrates electromagnetic wave signals excluded of external
noises by the lock-in amplifier 61 so that it can exclude external signals having other frequency components as well to
enable a further smaller change in intensity of electromagnetic waves than with the third method to be detected.
[0091] Mention is next made of a fifth measuring method and apparatus according to the present invention.
[0092] Fig. 10 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of a control, measure and process unit used in a fifth measuring
method of the present invention, showing the apparatus structure at (a). At (b) there are shown generation timings of
gate pulses 66 and acoustic generating pulses 69 produced by the pulse generator 33, those of acoustic waves 54
generated by the acoustic generator 25 and those of electromagnetic waves 27 induced in an object.
[0093] The control, measure and process unit 65 as shown in Fig. 10(a) has its measuring section comprising a small
signal amplifier 35 for amplifying received electromagnetic waves 27, the gate switch 32 by which an electromagnetic
wave signal amplified by the small signal amplifier 35 is passed for a duration of the gate pulse 66 produced by the pulse
generator 33 and a spectrum analyzer 67 for displaying with a frequency signal the electromagnetic wave signal passed
the gate switch 32. The spectrum analyzer 67 has a function to detect and memorize the signal intensity for each of
frequency components. The function of the spectrum analyzer 67 can be processed by Fourier transformation at a
processor equipped in the control, measure and process unit 65. A signal line 68 is provided to supply the gate switch
32 with gate pulses 66 and a signal line 33b is provided to synchronize the pulse generator in operation with the spectrum
analyzer 67.
[0094] As can be seen from the upper waveform chart in Fig. 10(b), a gate pulse 66 occurs in a time interval between
two successive acoustic wave generating pulses 69. The lower waveform chart shows a timing of generation of an
acoustic wave pulse 54 produced at the acoustic generator 25 by an acoustic wave generating pulse 69 and a timing
of generation of electromagnetic waves 27 induced upon arrival of the acoustic wave pulse 54 at the object 23. As shown,
the gate pulse 66 and electromagnetic waves 27 are made coincident in timing of generation. And, signals introduced
into the spectrum analyzer 67 are only in time intervals in which electromagnetic waves 27 are induced, thereby excluding
external noises in the other time intervals and making it possible to detect a change extremely small in intensity of
electromagnetic waves.
[0095] Mention is next made of a method of and an apparatus for determining a polarity of charges of a source of
emission of electromagnetic waves in the case of using broadband acoustic wave pulses.
[0096] Fig. 11 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of a control, measure and process unit 75 used in determining
a polarity of charges of a source of emission of electromagnetic waves in the case of using broadband acoustic wave
pulses. The control, measure and process unit 75 has its measuring section comprising the small signal amplifier 35
that amplifies received electromagnetic waves, the mixer 36 by which the electromagnetic waves amplified at the small
signal amplifier 35 are phase-detected with an oscillation frequency ν of the RF oscillator 31, a phase shifter 37 for
controlling the phase of an oscillation frequency ν of the RF oscillator 31 for supply to control operation of the mixer 36,
the amplifier 38 that amplifies an electromagnetic wave signal passed through the mixer 36, the low pass filter 39 that
passes only components of frequencies less than a certain frequency among the electromagnetic signal amplified by
the amplifier 38, and the digital oscilloscope 40 for measuring the intensity of an electromagnetic wave signal passed
through the low pass filter 39.
[0097] Thus, in measurement, the reference signal is varied in phase by the phase shifter 37 until it is matched in
phase with the electromagnetic wave signal; then finding if the measured value is positive or negative makes it possible
to determine that the electromagnetic waves measured are based by the oscillations of positive charged particles or of
negative charged particles.
[0098] Fig. 12 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of another control, measure and process unit 76 used in
determining a polarity of charges of a source of emission of electromagnetic waves in the case of using broadband
acoustic wave pulses. The control, measure and process unit 76 has its measuring section which is the same in structure
as that in Fig. 11 except that a lock-in amplifier 77, in which reference signal is supplied from the oscillation frequency
of the pulse generator 33, is included between the low pass filter 39 and the digital oscilloscope 40. 78 is a signal line
to supply the oscillation frequency of the pulse generator 33 to the lock-in amplifier 77. Since this method compared
with that of Fig.11 can exclude external noises having other frequency components, this method is able to determine
the charge polarity if the electromagnetic waves are extremely small in intensity.
[0099] In the apparatus for measuring properties of an object with acoustically induced electromagnetic waves in
accordance with the present invention, a magnetic field of electromagnetic waves from the measurable object 23 can
be measured using a SQUID (superconducting quantum interference device). The SQUID is a device having one or two
Josephson junctions in a ring formed of a superconductor. With one Josephson junction and with two Josephson junctions,
it is referred to as RF-SQUID and DC-SQUID, respectively. The SQUID is a supersensitive magnetic sensor having a
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quantization phenomenon of superconductor and has a sensitivity more than hundred times compared with the conventional sensor. The SQUID is capable of detecting a feeble electric field as weak as one fifty-millionth of earth magnetism.
[0100] The control, measure and process unit 29, 30, 50, 52, 60, 65, 75, 76 mentioned above can be made up having
a computer, a display and a memory. If a given time of a time sequence signal of acoustically induced electromagnetic
waves is Fourier-transformed in an algorithm of the fast Fourier transformation (FFT) by the computer, the time of
computation can then be shortened. Means for obtaining a Fourier spectrum to this end can be a DSP (digital signal
processor) or FFT unit which is exclusive or dedicated without recourse to a computer. Also, while as regards the signal
processing such as amplifying and demodulating, individual circuit components and means for measuring frequencies
have been shown variously, they can be substituted by an integrated circuit tailored for the receiver or DSP.
[0101] In the present method of measuring an object’s property with acoustically induced electromagnetic waves, the
magnetostriction property as an electromagnetic-magnetic property of the measurable object can be measured as stated
below.
[0102] The magnetostriction is meant a phenomenon that crystal strain alters an electron orbit so that a change in
spin magnetization is added through the orbit-spin interaction. Or, the crystal strain may cause a change in crystal field
splitting which changes the electron state, thereby changing the magnitude of electron spin magnetization. A change in
these with time is thought to generate electromagnetic waves. Accordingly, from the intensity of acoustically induced
electromagnetic waves, it is possible to determine the magnitude of magnetization, the orbit-spin interaction or the
relationship between the crystal strain and the sensitiveness of electron orbit change, between the crystal field splitting
and the sensitiveness of strain or between the crystal field splitting and the electron spin state. From the acoustic
propagation bearing and radiant intensity, it is possible to measure the magnetostriction tensor contactlessly or without
an electrode mounted on the measurable object. As is the piezoelectric property, the magnetostriction property can be
imaged.
[0103] According to a method of measuring a property of an object by acoustically induced electromagnetic waves,
upon irradiating the measurable object with acoustic waves and measuring electromagnetic waves generated from the
measurable object, it is possible to determine any of electric, magnetic and electromagnetic mechanical properties from
any one or a combination of the intensity, phase and frequency characteristic of the electromagnetic waves.
[0104] Thus, as electric property of the measurable object, any one of electric field, dielectric constant, spatial gradient
of electric field or dielectric constant, concentration, mass, size, shape and number of charges of charged particles that
the measurable object possesses and interaction with their surrounding medium or a change or changes in one or more
of these property values can be measured. As a magnetic property of the measurable object, magnetization due to
electron spin or nuclear spin, or acousto-magnetic resonance due to electron spin or nuclear spin of the measurable
object can be measured. As an electromagnetic mechanical property of the measurable object, piezoelectric or magnetostriction property of the measurable object can be measured.
[0105] Mention is next made supplementarily of the case that the method and apparatus of the present invention for
measuring a property of an object is applied to identifying an active site in a brain.
[0106] The operating frequencies of piezoelectric element currently used for medical care are 3.5 MHz, 5 MHz, 7.5
MHz, 10 MHz and 30 MHz. Assuming that acoustic waves travel in a human body at a velocity of 1600 m/second,
acoustic waves of 7.5 MHz come to have a wavelength of 213 m m in a human body and, if used for a human body, can
become focused on a region of about 213 m m. It follows, therefore, that if the method of the present invention is applied
to identifying an active site in a human brain using acoustic waves of frequency 7.5 MHz, it is then possible to identify
the active site in the brain at a resolution of 213 m m. The use of high-frequency acoustic waves of 100 MHz or more
for the purpose of dealing with other than human bodies makes a resolution of 10 m m or less possible.
[0107] Focusing acoustic waves has practically been applied in ways as shown in Figs. 3 and 4 to the medical field,
e. g., used in a modern therapy without need for a surgical operation, such as extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (see
Non-patent Reference 6) or treatment by high intensity focused ultrasound (see Non-patent Reference 7) used for cancer
therapy. As for a brain, it is preferred to irradiate acoustic waves via an acoustic matching layer on the cranial bones
which is less transmissive of acoustic waves. In so identifying an active area in a brain, the apparatus of the present
invention for measuring an object’s property with acoustically induced electromagnetic waves can be used for measurement. In this case, the measured data of brain’s acoustically induced electromagnetic waves are separately taken
and the recorded data can be analyzed by a computer.
Example 1

55

[0108] The present invention in further detail with reference to specific examples will be mentioned.
[0109] Fig. 13 diagrammatically illustrates the structure of an apparatus measuring a property of an object with acoustically induced electromagnetic waves in Example 1, showing at (a) the apparatus structure, at (b) a modification of
ultrasonic probe and at (c) a waveform of ultrasonic waves, respectively.
[0110] As shown in Fig. 13(a), the measuring apparatus 21 comprises the anechoic chamber 22, the retainer table
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for holding thereon a measurable object 23 disposed in the anechoic chamber 22, the acoustic generator 25 disposed
adjacent to or in contact with the object 23, a loop antenna 28 for receiving electromagnetic waves generated from a
region 23a on which acoustic waves 26 are focused that the acoustic generator 25 generates, and the control, measure
and process unit 29 (not shown) for controllably driving the acoustic generator and measuring and processing electromagnetic wave signals 27 received by the loop antennas 28. The acoustic generator 25 comprises a pulser (Panametrics
Inc., model 5077PR) and an ultrasonic vibrator of polyvinylidene fluoride driven by this pulser. The pulser produced a
rectangular wave of 50 ns pulse width at a repetition frequency of 100 to 500 Hz (see Fig. 13(c)). The ultrasonic vibrator
was spaced from the measurable object 23 at a distance of 50 to 70 mm across a water medium used. The acoustic
waves traveling in water at a velocity of 1500 m/s, it turned out that electromagnetic waves ultrasonically generated from
the measurable object 23 occurred every 33 to 47 m s. The measurement by a broadband underwater microphone
indicated that the ultrasonic waves were focused on an area of 2 mm diameter at a position of the measurable object 23.
[0111] At the output side of the loop antenna 28, there are a pair of tuning capacitors of variable capacitance whose
output is input into a small signal amplifier via a line of coaxial cable or the like. As shown, the small signal amplifier is
connected in turn to a first small signal amplifier having a voltage gain of 46 dB, a low pass filter, an attenuator, a second
small signal amplifier having a voltage gain of 46 dB, an attenuator, a diode limiter and a third small signal amplifier
having a voltage gain of 55 dB. The output of the third small signal amplifier is input to the digital oscilloscope.
Example 2

20

[0112] An apparatus for measuring a property of charged particles was prepared which was identical to that in Example
1 except that the output of the third small amplifier was heterodyne-detected. The mixer used was a double balanced mixer.
Example 3

25

30

[0113] Using a semiconductor made of GaAs crystal as the measurable object 23, acoustically induced electromagnetic
waves were detected with the apparatus of Example 1 or 2 for measuring a property of charged particles.
[0114] Fig. 14 illustrates detected waveforms of acoustically induced electromagnetic waves from semiconductor GaAs
crystal as the object 23, showing at (a) an ultrasonic waveform, at (b) a waveform obtained in the property measuring
apparatus in Example 1 and at (c) a waveform obtained in a property measuring apparatus in Example 2. In the graph
of Fig. 14, the abscissa axis represents time (in m s) and the ordinate axis represents the signal intensity (in arbitrary
scale). The GaAs used was a non-doped crystal of 350 m m thickness. Its [110] axis was aligned in orientation with the
direction of wave number vector k of the incident ultrasonic waves. The GaAs is a material whose piezoelectric coefficient
is expressed by equation (7) below.
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[0115] Accordingly, if the wave number vector of longitudinal acoustic mode of the GaAs is parallel to piezoelectric
axis <110>, it is predicted that electromagnetic waves are generated.
[0116] Fig. 14(a) shows an ordinary ultrasonic echo signal. It is seen that excitation (0 ms) by a high-frequency pulse
of about 9.25 MHz produces an ultrasonic echo with a delay of 88 ms.
[0117] As is apparent from Fig. 14(b), an electromagnetic wave signal is seen to occur at 44 m s that is one half of the
period, namely at an instant when GaAs is irradiated with ultrasonic waves. This measurement was performed with the
charged particles’ property measuring apparatus of Example 1, where the small signal amplifier had an amplification
degree of 82 dB and the digital oscilloscope had an integration of 200 pulses (in 1 second). The electromagnetic waves
obtained from the GaAs had an peak to-peak signal intensity (Vp-p) of 68 mV.
[0118] As is apparent from Fig. 14(c), an electromagnetic wave signal is seen to occur at 44 m s that is one half of the
period, at an instant when GaAs is irradiated with ultrasonic waves. This measurement was performed with the charged
particles’ property measuring apparatus of Example 2 using the heterodyne detection and gave rise to an electromagnetic
wave signal more lucid than that shown in Fig. 14(c).
[0119] Fig. 15 illustrates detected waveforms of acoustically induced electromagnetic waves from a measurable object
23, showing at (a) waveform for Si crystal, and at (b) and (c) waveforms for GaAs crystals different in crystal arrangement.
In Figs. 15(a) to Fig. 15(c), the abscissa axis represents time (in m s) and the ordinate axis represents the signal intensity
(in arbitrary scale).
[0120] From Fig. 15(a) where the measurable object is of Si, it is seen that no signal is detected. This is due to the
fact that since Si is a single-element semiconductor, it does not exhibit a piezoelectric property.
[0121] Figs. 15(b) and Fig. 15(c) are shown that the ultrasonic wave number vector is oriented parallel to the (100)
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and (110) planes of GaAs crystal, respectively. When GaAs crystal is arranged to be excited by ultrasonic wave, it is
seen that a high frequency signal is detected (see Fig. 15(c)).
[0122] The inserted figure in Fig. 15 is a graph illustrating a waveform of an electromagnetic wave signal generated
from the GaAs crystal of Fig. 15(c) and transformed into a signal from a temporal range to a frequency range, specifically
detected by the spectrum analyzer. In this inserted figure in Fig. 15, the abscissa axis represents the frequency (MHz)
and the ordinate axis represents the signal intensity (arbitrary scale).
[0123] As is apparent from the inserted figure of Fig. 15, a high frequency signal of 7.60 MHz was observed. This high
frequency signal occurred from the resonance oscillation waveform of ultrasonic waves of GaAs and had its Q (quality
factor, also called voltage build-up rate) of about 10. The frequency of 7.60 MHz, with the acoustic propagation velocity
in GaAs of 4730 m/s taken into account is presumed to be due to a mechanical resonance of one half wavelength
corresponding to the thickness 350 m m of GaAs.
Example 4
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[0124] As Example 4, acoustically induced electromagnetic waves from a rib of a pig were detected. The bone is made
up of 70 % of hydroxyapatite and 20 % of a fiber consisting of oriented collagen, of which it is known that the fiber
consisting of oriented collagen has a piezoelectric coefficient expressed by equation (8) below.
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[0125] As the measurable object 23, a hard tissue of outer bone and a soft tissue of inner bone were prepared from
a 2 mm thick square plate of bone cut out of the rib. The axis of the tissues was paralleled to the surface of the plate.
Such specimens were ultrasonically cleaned with an ethanol solution for 1 hour. For all the specimens, the vector of
ultrasonic waves is made perpendicular to the tissue axis. Ultrasonic pulses had a repetition frequency of 500 Hz to
irradiate each of the bone specimens with ultrasonic waves via water for detection of electromagnetic waves. The gain
of the small signal amplifier had set to 97 dB. And, the digital oscilloscope was used for 10 minutes for signal detection.
[0126] Fig. 16(a) shows a detected waveform of acoustically induced electromagnetic waves from the hard tissue of
pig’s bone in Example 4, wherein the abscissa axis represents time (ms) and the ordinate axis represents the signal
intensity (arbitrary scale).
[0127] As is apparent from Fig. 16(a) it is seen that electromagnetic waves can be detected from a hard tissue of a
pig’s bone. The soft tissue of pig’s bone was likewise measured and a waveform of electromagnetic waves as in Fig.
16(a) could be detected. The piezoelectric coefficient of a bone has so far been reported to markedly damp in water
with ion screening. As shown in Example 4, however, it was found that electromagnetic waves could be detected from
a specimen of bone disposed in water. This indicates that the ion screening which is a phenomenon slower than in a
MHz frequency band is negligible in the use of high frequency pulses of about 10 MHz level as in the present invention.
Example 5
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[0128] As Example 5, electromagnetic waves from timber were detected, wherein the timber was irradiated with
ultrasonic waves caused to propagate through a plastic tube (see Fig. 13(b)) as an ultrasonic probe. Fig. 16(b) is a chart
illustrating a detected waveform of acoustically induced electromagnetic waves from timber in Example 5. In Fig. 16(b),
the abscissa axis represents time (ms) and the ordinate axis represents the signal intensity (arbitrary scale). As is apparent
from Fig. 16(b), it is seen that electromagnetic waves from timber can be detected. In this case it is presumed that timber
which has cellulose as its main component which exhibits piezoelectricity brings about electromagnetic waves.
Example 6
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[0129] As Example 6, acoustically induced electromagnetic waves were detected in a setup identical to that in Example
5 except that the measurable object 23 was of polypropylene as a plastic material.
[0130] Fig. 16(c) shows a detected waveform of acoustically induced electromagnetic waves from polypropylene in
Example 6. In Fig. 16(c), the abscissa axis represents time (m s) and the ordinate axis represents the signal intensity
(arbitrary scale). As is apparent from Fig. 16(c), it is seen that electromagnetic waves from polypropylene can be detected
though its signal is extremely weak. In this case, it is presumed that polypropylene which is piezoelectric but feeble in
signal output generates electromagnetic waves from crystallized grains.
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Example 7
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[0131] As Example 7, acoustically induced electromagnetic waves were detected in a setup identical to that in Example
5 except that the measurable object was of aluminum.
[0132] Fig. 16(d) shows a detected waveform of acoustically induced electromagnetic waves from aluminum in Example
7. In Fig. 16(d), the abscissa axis represents time (m s) and the ordinate axis represents the signal intensity (arbitrary
scale). As is apparent from Fig. 16(d), it is seen that very strong electromagnetic waves from aluminum can be detected.
In the case of aluminum in which the longitudinal waves in their acoustic mode change the bottom of a valence band
via a potential modified interaction, it is presumed that electromagnetic waves are generated by this action causing the
conduction electrons to be given a displacement repetitively.
Example 8
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[0133] As Example 8, acoustically induced electromagnetic waves were detected in a setup identical to that in Example
5 except that the measurable object was of copper. As a result, it was found that very strong electromagnetic waves
from copper as from aluminum could be detected.
Example 9
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[0134] As Example 9, acoustically induced electromagnetic waves from ferrite magnets composed of SrO and Fe2O3
were detected.
[0135] Fig. 17 shows a detected waveform of acoustically induced electromagnetic waves from the ferrite magnet in
Example 9. In Fig. 17, the abscissa axis represents time (m s) and the ordinate axis at the left hand side represents the
intensity of high frequency signal of 8 MHz detected while the ordinate axis at the right hand side represents the intensity
(arbitrary scale) of ultrasonic echo signal detected. It is seen that in a time range prior to arrival of acoustic waves at the
specimen, the electromagnetic waves are low in noise level but subsequent to arrival of acoustic waves at the measurable
object, the electromagnetic waves grows in background level over a long time. This suggests that the acoustic waves
once entering inside of ferrite repeat reflection back and forth inside of the measurable object. As a result, it is presumed
that the electromagnetic waves continue to be radiated over a time much longer than the acoustic waves are irradiated.
Thus, from Example 9 it was found that acoustically induced electromagnetic waves could be detected from the measurable object if composed of a magnetic material, too.
[0136] The present invention is not limited to specific examples as mentioned above and allows various modifications
within the scope of the invention set forth in the appended claims, which should, needless to say, fall within the scope
of the invention.
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[0137] As will be appreciated from the foregoing description, the use of a method and apparatus of the present invention
in which a measurable object is irradiated with acoustic waves and electromagnetic waves emitted from the measurable
object are measured, allows any of electric, magnetic and electromagnetic mechanical properties of the measurable
object to be determined from one or a combination of intensity, phase and frequency characteristic of the electromagnetic
waves.
[0138] Thus, as the electric property of a measurable object, a change or changes in one or more of property values
for electric field, dielectric constant, spatial gradient of electric field and spatial gradient of dielectric constant, for concentration, mass, size, shape and number of charges of charged particles which the measurable object possesses and
for interaction with a medium surrounding the charged particles can be measured. As the magnetic property of a measurable object, a property value for magnetization due to electron spin or nuclear spin in the measurable object or for
acousto- magnetic resonance attributable to electron spin or nuclear spin in the measurable object can be measured.
As the electromagnetic mechanical property of a measurable object, a piezoelectric property or magnetostriction property
of said measurable object can be measured. Since a change or changes in one or more of property values for concentration, mass, size, shape and number of charges of charged particles which the measurable object possesses and for
interaction with a medium surrounding the charged particles can thus be measured, measurement of a change or changes
in these property values in a living body, colloidal solution, liquid crystal, solid electrolyte, ionic crystal, semiconductor,
dielectric, metal, magnetic material and magnetic fluid or a composite material thereof or a structure or a functional
device composed of such a material allows aiding in clarification of a related phenomenon. Especially, using the present
invention in the determination of an active site in a brain makes it possible to identify an activated site at an extremely
high position resolution and hence is extremely useful.
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Claims
1.

An apparatus for measuring a property of an object (23) with acoustically induced electromagnetic waves, comprising:
an anechoic chamber (22);
a retainer table (24) for holding said measurable object (23) disposed in said anechoic chamber (22);
an acoustic generator (25) for emitting an acoustic wave (26) towards said measurable object (23);
an antenna or coil (28) for receiving electromagnetic waves generated from a part (23a) of said measurable
object (23) which is irradiated with said acoustic wave (26) emitted by said acoustic generator (25); and
a control, measure, and process unit (29, 30, 50, 52,60, 65, 75, 76) for driving and controlling said acoustic
generator (25) and for measuring and processing said electromagnetic waves received by said antenna or coil
(28), wherein
the control, measure and process unit is configured to:

5

10

measure a magnetic property from one or more characteristics selected from the group which consists of
intensity, phase, and frequency characteristics of said electromagnetic waves, characterized in that it is
further configured to
determine information on nuclear or electron spin in the object (23) by determining a resonance frequency
at which the strength or phase of electromagnetic waves largely varies and by scanning frequencies of
sound waves to obtain a spectrum, and
scan the focusing position of acoustic waves over a two-dimensional surface or three-dimensional volume
of said measurable object (23) or mechanically scan said acoustic generator (25) around said measurable
object (23) to scan the focusing position of acoustic waves over a two-dimensional surface or three-dimensional volume of said measurable object (23).
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2.

An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein
said acoustic generator (25) comprises a plurality of acoustic generators or a plurality of acoustic generators fixed
on a concaved surface whose normal is focused on a point, whereby acoustic wave pulses generated from said
acoustic generators are controlled of their mutual phase by said control, measure, and process unit so as to be
focused on a desired position of said measurable object (23), and
the focusing position of acoustic waves is scanned over a two-dimensional surface or three-dimensional volume of
said measurable object (23) or said acoustic generators are scanned mechanically around said measurable object
(23) to scan the focusing position of acoustic waves over a two-dimensional surface or three-dimensional volume
of said measurable object (23).

3.

An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein
acoustic waves (26) with which said measurable object is irradiated are in the form of acoustic wave pulses, and
said control, measure, and process unit includes means by which electromagnetic waves received by said antenna
or coil (28) are heterodyne- or phase-detected with a frequency of said acoustic waves, and means by which an
electromagnetic wave signal so detected is locked in with a pulse period frequency of said acoustic wave pulses
and thereby detected.

4.

An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein
said control, measure, and process unit comprises means for causing broadband ultrashort pulses to be generated
from said acoustic generator (25), and means for measuring a frequency of electromagnetic waves received by said
antenna or coil (28).

5.

An apparatus according to claim 4, wherein
said means for measuring a frequency of said electromagnetic waves comprises one or more means selected from
the group which consists of a bandpass filter, a lock-in amplifier, and a spectrum analyzer.

6.

An apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein
said control, measure, and process unit includes a SQUID for detecting a magnetic field.

7.

A method of measuring a property of an object (23) with acoustically induced electromagnetic waves, comprising
the steps of:
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irradiating a measurable object (23) with acoustic waves (26);
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receiving electromagnetic waves (27) generated from said measurable object (23);
measuring a magnetic property from one or more characteristics selected from the group which consists of
intensity, phase, and frequency characteristics of said electromagnetic waves, and characterized in that the
method comprises:
5

determining information on nuclear or electron spin in the object (23) by determining a resonance frequency
at which the strength or phase of electromagnetic waves largely varies and by scanning frequencies of
sound waves to obtain a spectrum,
wherein a focusing position of said acoustic waves (26) is scanned over a two-dimensional surface or threedimensional volume of said measurable object (23) or a source of emission (25) of said acoustic waves
(26) is scanned mechanically around said measurable object (23) to scan the focusing position of the
acoustic waves (26) over a two-dimensional surface or three-dimensional volume of said measurable object
(23).
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8.

A method according to claim 7, wherein
said electromagnetic waves are measured by heterodyne or phase detection of the electromagnetic waves radiated
from said measurable object (23) with a frequency of said acoustic waves as a reference signal.

9.

A method according to claim 7, wherein
the acoustic waves (26) with which said measurable object is irradiated are in the form of acoustic wave pulses, and
said electromagnetic waves are measured by heterodyne or phase detection of electromagnetic waves radiated
from said measurable object with a frequency of said pulses as a reference signal and heterodyne or phase detection
of a signal resulting from said detection with a pulse frequency of said acoustic wave pulses.
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10. A method according to any one of claims 7 to 9, wherein
the acoustic waves with which said measurable object is irradiated are in the form of acoustic wave pulses,
said measurable object is irradiated with said acoustic wave pulses so that a time period for said acoustic wave
pulses to propagate over a distance between an emission source of said acoustic wave pulses and said measurable
object is longer than a pulse duration of said acoustic wave pulses, and
said electromagnetic waves generated from said measurable object are received by separating in time signals of
said electromagnetic waves generated from said measurable obj ect from electromagnetic noises generated by the
emission source of said acoustic wave pulses.
11. A method according to any one of claims 7 to 10, wherein
said measurable object (23) is irradiated with acoustic waves by focusing acoustic waves from a plurality of sources
of the acoustic waves on a desired small part of the object (23), and
electromagnetic waves induced at said small part are measured with an antenna or coil (28) disposed to surround
said object (23) whereby acoustic waves are focused on a desired part and on the desired part from a desired
direction and electromagnetic waves radiated from a desired position and from the desired positions towards a
desired direction is measured while their radiation bearing distribution is determined.
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1.

Vorrichtung zum Messen einer Eigenschaft eines Objekts (23) mit akustisch induzierten elektromagnetischen Wellen,
umfassend:
einen reflexionsfreien Raum (22);
einen Haltetisch (24) zum Halten des messbaren Objekts (23), welcher in dem reflexionsfreien Raum (22)
angeordnet ist;
einen akustischen Generator (25) zum Emittieren von akustischen Wellen (26) in Richtung auf das messbare
Objekt (23);
eine Antenne oder eine Spule (28) zum Empfangen elektromagnetischer Wellen, welche von einem Abschnitt
(23a) des messbaren Objekts (23) erzeugt werden, welcher mit den vom akustischen Generator (25) emittierten
akustischen Wellen (26) bestrahlt wird; und
eine Steuer-, Mess- und Verarbeitungs-Einheit (29, 30, 50, 52, 60, 65, 75, 76) zum Ansteuern und Steuern des
akustischen Generators (25) und zum Messen und Verarbeiten der von der Antenne oder der Spule (28) empfangenen elektromagnetischen Wellen, wobei
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die Steuer-, Mess- und Verarbeitungs-Einheit ausgebildet ist zum:
Messen einer magnetischen Eigenschaft einer oder mehrerer Charakteristika, welche aus der Gruppe
bestehend aus Intensitäts-, Phasen- und Frequenz-Charakteristika der elektromagnetischen Wellen ausgewählt ist bzw. sind,

5

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Einheit ferner ausgebildet ist zum:
Bestimmen von Informationen zum Kern- oder Elektronen-Spin im Objekt (23) durch Bestimmen einer
Resonanzfrequenz, bei welcher sich die Stärke oder die Phase der elektromagnetischen Wellen stark
verändert, und durch Scannen von Schallwellenfrequenzen, um ein Spektrum zu erhalten, und
Scannen der Fokusposition der akustischen Wellen über eine zweidimensionale Oberfläche oder über ein
drei-dimensionales Volumen des messbaren Objekts (23) oder mechanisches Scannen des akustischen
Generators (25) um das messbare Objekt (23) herum, um die Fokusposition der akustischen Wellen über
eine zwei-dimensionale Oberfläche oder über ein drei-dimensionales Volumen des messbaren Objekts
(23) zu scannen.
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2.

Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei
der akustische Generator (25) eine Mehrzahl von akustischen Generatoren umfasst oder der akustische Generator
(25) eine Mehrzahl von akustischen Generatoren umfasst, welche an einer konkaven Oberfläche angebracht sind,
deren Normale auf einen Punkt fokussiert ist, wobei von den akustischen Generatoren erzeugte Wellenpulse durch
die Steuer-, Mess- und Verarbeitungs-Einheit derart in ihrer gegenseitigen Phase gesteuert werden, dass sie in
einer gewünschten Position auf dem messbaren Objekt (23) fokussiert werden, und
wobei die Fokusposition der akustischen Wellen über eine zwei-dimensionale Oberfläche oder über ein drei-dimensionales Volumen des messbaren Objekts (23) gescannt wird oder die akustischen Generatoren mechanisch um
das messbare Objekt (23) herum gescannt werden, um die Fokusposition der akustischen Wellen über eine zweidimensionale Oberfläche oder über ein drei-dimensionales Volumen des messbaren Objekts (23) zu scannen.

3.

Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die akustischen Wellen (26), mit welchen das messbare Objekt bestrahlt wird, akustischen Wellenpulsen entsprechen, und
die Steuer-, Mess- und Verarbeitungs-Einheit Mittel umfasst, mittels welcher von der Antenne oder der Spule (28)
empfangene elektromagnetische Wellen mit einer Frequenz der akustischen Wellen Heterodyne- oder Phasendetektiert werden, und Mittel umfasst, mittels welcher ein derart detektiertes elektromagnetisches Wellensignal mit
einer Pulsperiodenfrequenz der akustischen Wellenpulse synchronisiert und dadurch detektiert wird.

4.

Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Steuer-, Mess- und Verarbeitungs-Einheit Mittel umfasst zum Veranlassen eines Erzeugens von BreitbandUltrakurzpulsen vom akustischen Generator (25), und Mittel umfasst zum Messen einer Frequenz der von der
Antenne oder der Spule (28) empfangenen elektromagnetischen Wellen.

5.

Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, wobei
die Mittel zum Messen einer Frequenz der elektromagnetischen Wellen ein oder mehrere Mittel umfasst, welches
bzw. welche aus der Gruppe bestehend aus einem Bandpassfilter, einem Lock-in-Verstärker und einem SpektrumAnalysator ausgewählt ist bzw. sind.

6.

Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei
die Steuer-, Mess- und Verarbeitungs-Einheit ein SQUID zum Detektieren eines magnetischen Feld beinhaltet.

7.

Verfahren zum Messen einer Eigenschaft eines Objekts (23) mit akustisch induzierten elektromagnetischen Wellen,
umfassend die Schritte:
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Bestrahlen eines messbaren Objekts (23) mit akustischen Wellen (26);
Empfangen elektromagnetischer Wellen (27), welche von dem messbaren Objekt (23) erzeugt werden;
Messen einer magnetischen Eigenschaft einer oder mehrerer Charakteristika, welche aus der Gruppe bestehend
aus Intensitäts-, Phasen- und Frequenz-Charakteristika der elektromagnetischen Wellen ausgewählt ist bzw.
sind, und
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verfahren umfasst:
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Bestimmen von Informationen zum Kern- oder Elektronen-Spin im Objekt (23) durch Bestimmen einer
Resonanzfrequenz, bei welcher sich die Stärke oder Phase der elektromagnetischen Wellen stark verändert,
und durch Scannen von Schallwellenfrequenzen, um ein Spektrum zu erhalten,
wobei eine Fokusposition der akustischen Wellen (26) über eine zweidimensionale Oberfläche oder über
ein drei-dimensionales Volumen des messbaren Objekts (23) gescannt wird oder eine Emissionsquelle
(25) akustischer Wellen (26) mechanisch um das messbare Objekt (23) herum gescannt wird, um die
Fokusposition der akustischen Wellen (26) über eine zwei-dimensionale Oberfläche oder über ein dreidimensionales Volumen des messbaren Objekts (23) zu scannen.
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8.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei
die elektromagnetischen Wellen durch Heterodyne- oder Phasen-Detektion der vom messbaren Objekt (23) abgestrahlten elektromagnetischen Wellen mit einer Frequenz der akustischen Wellen als Referenzsignal gemessen
werden.
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9.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei
die akustischen Wellen (26), mit welchen das messbare Objekt bestrahlt wird, akustischen Wellenpulsen entsprechen, und
die elektromagnetischen Wellen durch Heterodyne- oder Phasen-Detektion der von dem messbaren Objekt abgestrahlten elektromagnetischen Wellen mit einer Frequenz der Pulse als Referenzsignal und durch Heterodyne- oder
Phasen-Detektion eines aus der Detektion mit einer Pulsfrequenz der akustischen Wellenpulse hervorgehenden
Signals gemessen werden.
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10. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 7 bis 9, wobei
die akustischen Wellen, mit welchen das messbare Objekt bestrahlt wird, akustischen Wellenpulsen entsprechen,
das messbare Objekt mit den akustischen Wellenpulsen derart bestrahlt wird, dass eine Zeitdauer, in welcher sich
die akustischen Wellenpulse über eine Distanz zwischen einer Emissionsquelle der akustischen Wellenpulse und
dem messbaren Objekt ausbreiten, länger ist als eine Pulsdauer der akustischen Wellenpulse, und
die vom messbaren Objekt erzeugten elektromagnetischen-Wellen empfangen werden durch zeitliches Trennen
von Signalen der vom messbare Objekt erzeugten elektromagnetischen Wellen von elektromagnetischem Rauschen, welches von der Emissionsquelle der akustischen Wellenpulse erzeugt wird.
11. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 7 bis 10, wobei
das messbare Objekt (23) mit akustischen Wellen bestrahlt wird durch Fokussieren akustischer Wellen aus einer
Mehrzahl von Quellen der akustischen Wellen auf einen gewünschten kleinen Abschnitt des Objekts (23), und
elektromagnetische Wellen, welche an dem kleinen Abschnitt induziert werden, mit einer Antenne oder einer Spule
(28) gemessen werden, welche das Objekt (23) umgebend angeordnet ist, wobei die akustischen Wellen auf einen
gewünschten Abschnitt und auf den gewünschten Abschnitt aus einer gewünschten Richtung fokussiert sind und
elektromagnetische Wellen, welche von einer gewünschten Position und von den gewünschten Positionen in eine
gewünschte Richtung abgestrahlt werden, gemessen werden, während ihre strahlungstragende Verteilung bestimmt
wird.
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1.

Appareil pour mesurer une propriété d’un objet (23) avec des ondes électromagnétiques induites de façon acoustique, comprenant :
une chambre anéchoïque (22) ;
une table de maintien (24) pour supporter ledit objet mesurable (23) disposé dans ladite chambre anéchoïque
(22) ;
un générateur acoustique (25) pour émettre une onde acoustique (26) vers ledit objet mesurable (23) ;
une antenne ou un enroulement (28) pour recevoir des ondes électromagnétiques générées à partir d’une partie
(23a) dudit objet mesurable (23) qui est irradié par ladite onde acoustique (26) émise par ledit générateur
acoustique (25) ; et
une unité de commande, de mesure et de traitement (29, 30, 50, 52, 60, 65, 75, 76) pour conduire et commander
ledit générateur acoustique (25) et pour mesurer et traiter lesdites ondes électromagnétiques reçues par ladite
antenne ou ledit enroulement (28), dans lequel :
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l’unité de commande, de mesure et de traitement est configurée pour :
mesurer une propriété magnétique à partir d’une ou de plusieurs caractéristiques sélectionnées dans
le groupe consistant en des caractéristiques d’intensité, de phase et de fréquence desdites ondes
électromagnétiques, caractérisé en ce qu’elle est de plus configurée pour :

5

déterminer une information concernant un spin nucléaire ou électronique dans l’objet (23) en déterminant une fréquence de résonance à laquelle la force ou la phase d’ondes électromagnétiques
varie largement et en balayant des fréquences d’ondes sonores afin d’obtenir un spectre, et
balayer la position de focalisation d’ondes acoustiques sur une surface bidimensionnelle ou un
volume tridimensionnel dudit objet mesurable (23), ou balayer mécaniquement ledit générateur
acoustique (25) autour dudit objet mesurable (23) de façon à balayer la position de focalisation
d’ondes acoustiques sur une surface bidimensionnelle ou un volume tridimensionnel dudit objet
mesurable (23).
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2.

Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :
ledit générateur acoustique (25) comprend une pluralité de générateurs acoustiques ou une pluralité de générateurs acoustiques fixés sur une surface concave dont la normale est focalisée sur un point, grâce à quoi des
impulsions d’onde acoustique générées à partir desdits générateurs acoustiques sont commandées vis-à-vis
de leur phase mutuelle par ladite unité de commande, de mesure et de traitement de façon à être focalisées
sur une position désirée dudit objet mesurable (23), et
la position de focalisation d’ondes acoustiques est balayée sur une surface bidimensionnelle ou un volume
tridimensionnel dudit objet mesurable (23), ou lesdits générateurs acoustiques sont balayés mécaniquement
autour dudit objet mesurable (23) de façon à balayer la position de focalisation d’ondes acoustiques sur une
surface bidimensionnelle ou un volume tridimensionnel dudit objet mesurable (23).
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3.

Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :
des ondes acoustiques (26) avec lesquelles ledit objet mesurable est irradié se présentent sous la forme
d’impulsions d’onde acoustique, et
ladite unité de commande, de mesure et de traitement comprend des moyens par lesquels des ondes électromagnétiques reçues par ladite antenne ou ledit enroulement (28) sont détectées de façon hétérodyne ou en
phase avec une fréquence desdites ondes acoustiques, et des moyens par lesquels un signal d’onde électromagnétique ainsi détecté est synchronisé avec une fréquence de période d’impulsion desdites impulsions
d’onde acoustique, et est ainsi détecté.
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4.

Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :
ladite unité de commande, de mesure et de traitement comprend des moyens pour provoquer la génération
d’impulsions ultra-courtes à large bande à partir dudit générateur acoustique (25), et des moyens pour mesurer
une fréquence d’ondes électromagnétiques reçues par ladite antenne ou ledit enroulement (28).
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5.

Appareil selon la revendication 4, dans lequel :

45

lesdits moyens pour mesurer une fréquence desdites ondes électromagnétiques comprennent un ou plusieurs
moyens sélectionnés dans le groupe consistant en un filtre passe-bande, un amplificateur de synchronisation
et un analyseur de spectre.
50

6.

Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, dans lequel :
ladite unité de commande, de mesure et de traitement comprend un dispositif supraconducteur à interférence
quantique pour détecter un champ magnétique.

55

7.

Procédé de mesure d’une propriété d’un objet (23) avec des ondes électromagnétiques induites de façon acoustique,
comprenant les étapes consistant à :
irradier un objet mesurable (23) avec des ondes acoustiques (26) ;
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recevoir des ondes électromagnétiques (27) générées à partir dudit objet mesurable (23) ;
mesurer une propriété magnétique à partir d’une ou de plusieurs caractéristiques sélectionnées dans le groupe
consistant en des caractéristiques d’intensité, de phase et de fréquence desdites ondes électromagnétiques,
et caractérisé en ce que le procédé comprend :
5

la détermination d’une information concernant un spin nucléaire ou électronique dans l’objet (23) en déterminant une fréquence de résonance à laquelle la force ou la phase d’ondes électromagnétiques varie
largement et en balayant des fréquences d’ondes sonores afin d’obtenir un spectre,
dans lequel une position de focalisation desdites ondes acoustiques (26) est balayée sur une surface
bidimensionnelle ou un volume tridimensionnel dudit objet mesurable (23), ou une source d’émission (25)
desdites ondes acoustiques (26) est balayée mécaniquement autour dudit objet mesurable (23) de façon
à balayer la position de focalisation des ondes acoustiques (26) sur une surface bidimensionnelle ou un
volume tridimensionnel dudit objet mesurable (23).

10

15

8.

Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel :
lesdites ondes électromagnétiques sont mesurées par détection hétérodyne ou de phase des ondes électromagnétiques rayonnées à partir dudit objet mesurable (23), avec une fréquence desdites ondes acoustiques
comme signal de référence.
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9.

25
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Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel :
les ondes acoustiques (26) avec lesquelles est irradié ledit objet mesurable se présentent sous la forme d’impulsions d’onde acoustique, et
lesdites ondes électromagnétiques sont mesurées par une détection hétérodyne ou de phase d’ondes électromagnétiques rayonnées à partir dudit objet mesurable, avec une fréquence desdites impulsions comme signal
de référence, et une détection hétérodyne ou de phase d’un signal résultant de ladite détection avec une
fréquence d’impulsion desdites impulsions d’onde acoustique.

10. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 7 à 9, dans lequel :
les ondes acoustiques avec lesquelles est irradié ledit objet mesurable se présentent sous la forme d’impulsions
d’onde acoustique,
ledit objet mesurable est irradié avec lesdites impulsions d’onde acoustique de telle sorte qu’une période de
temps pour que lesdites impulsions d’onde acoustique se propagent sur une distance entre une source d’émission desdites impulsions d’onde acoustique et ledit objet mesurable soit plus longue qu’une durée d’impulsion
desdites impulsions d’onde acoustique, et
lesdites ondes électromagnétiques générées à partir dudit objet mesurable sont reçues par séparation dans
des signaux de temps desdites ondes électromagnétiques générées à partir dudit objet mesurable vis-à-vis de
bruits électromagnétiques générés par la source d’émission desdites impulsions d’onde acoustique.
11. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 7 à 10, dans lequel :

45

50

ledit objet mesurable (23) est irradié par des ondes acoustiques en focalisant des ondes acoustiques à partir
d’une pluralité de sources des ondes acoustiques sur une petite partie désirée de l’objet (23), et
des ondes électromagnétiques induites au niveau de ladite petite partie sont mesurées avec une antenne ou
un enroulement (28) disposé de façon à entourer ledit objet (23), grâce à quoi des ondes acoustiques sont
focalisées sur une partie désirée et sur la partie désirée à partir d’une direction désirée, et des ondes électromagnétiques rayonnées à partir d’une position désirée et à partir des positions désirées vers une direction
désirée sont mesurées tandis que leur distribution de portée de rayonnement est déterminée.
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